Maxinest eTail®: Technical data
8537.007 - 50L
Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (kg)
Nesting ratio (%)
Unit load (kg)
Max static load (kg)

600 x 400 x 280
528 x 340 x 257
2.3
80
18
165

Schoeller Allibert
Returnable Plastic
Packaging Solutions

8536.000 - Divider
Ext. (mm)

374 x 208 x 23

Highly efficient
Able to lock-in up to 3 shopping bags for more
efficient loading by the order picker.

Innovating your logistics for a better world
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www.schoellerallibert.com
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Maxinest eTail®

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Maxinest eTail®: the most efficient tote for grocery retailers
Slots for shopping bags

Designed for automated handling

Two slots on each side of the crate to lock-in
up to 3 shopping bags for more efficient order
picking and loading of items.

The double skin reinforced base works perfect in
automated fulfillment centers as well as for manual
picking. This tote is designed for E-shopping and to
hold and transport groceries and other items.

Efficient & cost saving
Stack/nest container for optimised warehouse
and vehicle fill, and reduces transport costs and
gas emissions on return trips. Nest up to 80%
with bale arm pushed back.

Robust bale arm

Size 600x400x279

Bale arms to support the tray when stacked.
Easy to nest when arms are pushed back.

The tote its total height is designed to accomodate
most product SKU’s, including standard US milk
gallon bottles placed upright.

Dual height handgrips
Handgrip on the longside & a dual height
handgrip on the short side makes carrying
and handling easy and comfortable.

Food approved and 100% recyclable
Made out of EFSA food approved HDPE material.

Optional ventilated dividers
Divider location for up to 3 compartments.

Ventilated walls
Optimised ventilation for efficient food
preservation.

Automation friendly
Double skin base works seamlessy
with automatic conveyor systems.

Maxinest eTail®
Durable in construction, functional in design.

Load capacity
Single shot moulded reinforced double
base to carry loads up to 18kg.

Textured sides
Pin dot texture for easy removal
of labels.

Usable in temperature
environment of -30°C
up to 40°C.

